SI Leader Guidelines
Overview - SI Leader Responsibilities
Note: The first page contains the same responsibilities that are on the contract which you will
sign. You are expected to fulfill all of these responsibilities throughout the semester.
Outreach and Communication
 Inform students on a regular basis of SI sessions, sample tests, and difficult topics to be covered in SI,
extra sessions, etc.
 Adjust SI session schedules to best meet student needs.
 Maintain communication with the professor teaching your course/section.
 Demonstrate a professional manner with appearance, attitudes, and behaviors with staff, students, and
faculty members.
SI Facilitation
 Attend SI Leader Orientation/Training.
 Attend all class meetings, take notes, and be familiar with all the homework and assigned readings.
 Plan for and conduct two 1-hour sessions per week, following SI philosophy and guidelines.
 Attend the training meetings.
 Attend one-on-one meetings (on average, two per semester) with SI Coordination staff.
 Undertake peer observations (at least two per semester if you are a New Leader, one if you are a
Returning Leader).
 Maintain strict confidentiality regarding student performance in SI sessions and grades at all times.
 For veteran SI leaders: lead and participate in training activities as requested and arranged.
Administrative Duties
 Prepare Beginning of semester survey as soon as possible and plan for your first day in class
 Plan your first session
 Create and fill out your Google calendar
 Notify SI Coordination staff of any changes in SI session schedule and/or if you are not able to attend
class ahead of time.
 Have students fill in sign-in sheets at every session and turn in sheets to SI Coordinators for every
session held, regardless of attendance.
 Keep e-timesheets current and complete them as required to get paid on time.
 Submit reports on time (ideally, the same Sunday you have to sign your online timesheet).
 Administer SI class surveys as requested.
Confidentiality Statement
As an employee of the Supplemental Instruction Program, you may have access to confidential information
such as grades, student records, test results, student progress in class, and similar data. You also may have
verbal or written communications with your supervisor or instructor which should be kept confidential. To

accept employment with the Program is to accept the responsibility to preserve the confidentiality of this
information. Failure to adhere to these guidelines may result in termination of employment.

Communication & Facilitation
Make students aware of your role and theirs.


Many students confuse SI leaders and TA’s or graders; you may need to reinforce that you don’t
know what is on the test, that they should direct these questions to the instructor and that you have
no role in the grading process.



Set reasonable boundaries with your time. Students potentially may approach you for individual
tutoring, may email questions to you, or may ask when you are holding office hours. Be tactful and
supportive, but also be clear that SI takes place in the sessions. Encourage them to come to your (or
another leader’s) sessions because tutoring by email is not generally helpful, and that while TA’s may
hold office hours, the work of SI is in session. You may not hold specially scheduled, individual “SI
sessions”.



Avoid getting caught in the middle. Remain professional if students complain to you about the
professor.

Maintain a good relationship with the course instructor.
 SI is offered for a course only if the professor agrees, and communication with the professor is
paramount. It is highly recommended that you meet with the professor during or soon after the
first week of classes, during office hours (not before or after class) in order to establish good
communication and ensure you understand the professor’s expectations. Let us know if you feel
pressured by the instructor to do something you do not feel is in keeping with the SI model (for
example, the professor wants to know who attends the sessions, or asks you to proctor an exam).
We can help you brainstorm how to respond to the professor.
 Since SI supports both student learning and the course instruction, make sure to reinforce how the
material is presented in class. Be cautious in presenting alternative methods because you might
confuse the students or imply to them that they may be tested on your material. (Alternate methods
do not include new examples and practice problems.)
 If you wish to devise a study guide or handout for your students, as a professional courtesy, visit the
professor before you hand it out to the students.
 Make sure you know where the professor stands on going over graded work in SI sessions. You will
need to reinforce this position with the students.
 If you have any concerns or questions during the semester about what is happening in class or with
the professor, talk them over with us to determine how to approach the situation.

Communicate with SI Staff and make the most of the SI program supports.
 You are required to participate in SI meetings and peer mentoring/observations! This is a good way
to improve your own facilitation skills and help other leaders, and is a required part of the position.
 We are here to help you run your sessions effectively and enjoy the experience to the fullest. We
reserve rooms, get materials, and brainstorm how to approach any situation that comes up. We
have lots of techniques and strategies to teach material and study skills, and to manage groups. Email Ira Fabri at fabri@american.edu), call (202-885-3360), or make an appointment—you might be
able to drop in, but check the coordinator’s schedule to make sure.
 Many advisors and students come to us to ask about SI sessions schedules and locations. It is
important that we are able to give them the correct information, so if you make any changes to your
session schedule, or change locations, please make sure we know about this. Such changes should
be kept to a minimum, so that students who wish to come to your sessions for the first time will
have no trouble finding you.

Administrative Tasks, Policies, Deadlines, etc.
 Sign-in sheets. Please have all students sign in. Bring your attendance sheets weekly to the ASC. Ok
this practically never happens, so … bring them two times per month or more. Get them in to the
office asap at the end of the month. There is a drop off area near the front desk for SI on top of the
big filing cabinet. Blank sign-in sheets are there; you can also put completed sheets in the teal file
folder.
 Room requests. If you need a room for a review session, or if you need to change your space for
some reason, let us know as soon as possible. Rooms for special events must be requested three
business days in advance.
 Materials requests. If you need copies, dry erase markers, etc., please let us know. We can copy
materials for you if we receive them a day ahead of time (check with us if your deadline is tighter).
You can email Ira or Corinne or drop it off to the ASC.
 Electronic Timesheets and Weekly Reports: It is your responsibility to keep e-timesheets current
and complete them as required to get paid. Electronic time sheets can be accessed on
www.my.american.edu by clicking on Finances and then on On-line Time Reporting. Make sure to
save and “sign” your sheet by the due date so we can approve it and you will get paid on time. It is
also your responsibility to send your weekly reports to the Coordinator at the end of each pay
period, via email, following the template provided. Please send it to me by Sunday night, Monday
morning at the latest, so that I can approve the online timesheet on time. I have changed the
template for the report: you can put two weeks in one sheet, but please put the date and time of
the sessions (at least)
You are responsible for going to Human Resources and filling out the paperwork if you are a brand new
hire.
 Follow the First-two-weeks-to-do list. In particular, do the survey at the latest the second day of
class, if you can, and send me your session times as soon as possible so that I can ask for the
rooms. This is very important because this semester finding a room will be even more difficult.
 Create and fill out your Google calendar asap. Our google account ID is sifabri.share; Password
(case sensitive): Fall2011. See handout with instructions. This account is also used to share
information and documents during the semester, so try to put ID and Password in a place that is
easy to access (and you don’t have to ask for it twenty times! )
 SI sessions should start the 3rd week of class; if your teacher wants you to start earlier that is fine
just let me know.
 Try to stay in the one hour limit of the session; however, if you stay longer, please bill those
minutes, don’t work for free.

 No-shows: You are not supposed to leave if there is no attendance; somebody may show up at the
end of the session and you can still help them.
 After exam sessions: Cancel the session after an exam or test, unless students ask you to hold it.
 Preparation: here too, I would like to underscore that while we think that usually one hour per
week is enough, should you need more time, please let me know. Try not to go over two hours
per week. If you see you have difficulties preparing, let me know and we can work out
something
 Everything you do for SI will be paid, therefore you need to communicate any change or any
extra work before actually performing it.
 Peer observation: New leaders have to do and submit their first peer observation of a returning
leader by September 28; the second by October 30. Returning leader should submit their single
peer observations no later than October 30.
 Thanksgiving: Sessions on Monday and Tuesday of Thanksgiving week will need to be decided
according to each class’s schedule. No session W/TH. For Sunday, that can also be decide
according to each class’s schedule.
 Cancellations: Please, if you have to cancel a session or cannot go to class let me know as much
in advance as possible.
 Remember that we can work out almost everything, so just talk to me and let me know of a
problem or necessity as soon as possible so that I can help you with that.

